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Be Elegant with Stonelegant
ABOUT US
Stonelegant was established in 2016 and operates with the high-end production techniques in a 3500 m2 closed area. We are producing artificial wall stones and 
bricks to decorate your walls both interior and exterior.

These attractive cultured stones and bricks are truly a dream product for renovators, builders, designers, and architects alike due to their versatility and the fact 
that they can be applied almost any living space. Adding a personalized touch to your interior with culture stone indicates grace, balance, and an aesthetic sense 
to your projects. Stone wall designs not only add an original and fresh appeal to your estate but also increase its resale value greatly.

So, if you are planning that special project filled with an extraordinary atmosphere unlike any other, these decorative stones will bring to your house dramatic 
architectural effects, class, and elegance. Our customized stones will give your home exceptional character, refinement, and charm that you and your friends will 
love and admire.

Our culture stones and bricks are currently in the national and international markets with the registered trademark of Stonelegant. We offer a wide range of prod-
ucts for designers with our cultured stone and brick production in 15 different textures and 90 different colors. We embrace all projects, the largest and the small-
est, and are rapidly moving towards becoming the largest business partner of designers and builders. With our R&D investments, we are constantly improving to 
be a leader in the market.
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We offer you a world  full of  style, power and 
elegance to make your dreams come true. 

Now, you are acquainted with the legend of stone, 
way closer! Make your choice to become a part of 
this legend and join us.

Sinan DAŞCI
General Manager
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Reflection of Love: 
Stonelegant Culture 
Bricks

Stonelegant culture bricks, with their eye-catching color and texture options, transform spaces into a fascinating atmosphere and offer a unique sensory experience. 
Each brick bearing traces of love turns into a unique artistic expression that reflects the character of the spaces.
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Acarbrick
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Beauty is in the Details: 
Acarbrick Culture Brick
Collection

This collection is ready to add soul to spaces by 
wrapping them with its uniqueness! Its meticulous 
quality in detail and its authentic texture break the molds 
of mediocrity and bring areas to the fore, like a poem 
adorned with compliments.

Colors
9 Piece

Measures
190x60x11 mm

Joint Gap
10 mm

Weight
15 Kg

White Red

Dark grey

Gold

Combined 1 Combined 3Combined 2

Salmon Amber with White
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Bello
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Stylish Spaces: 
Bello Culture Brick 
Collection

Offering an artistic expression with its sophisticated 
texture and unique design, this collection is a projection 
of refined tastes. It is the indispensable choice of places 
looking for style.

Colors
3 Piece

Measures
280X40X15 mm
190X40X15 mm 
140X40X15 mm

Joint Gap
20 mm

Weight
17 Kg

Antiquing Cream SalmonAmber
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Figura
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Modern Expression of 
Historical Textures: 
Figura Culture Brick Collection

Bringing the past to life in the present, the Figura Cultural 
Brick Collection adds a unique character to spaces by 
combining historical textures with contemporary design. 
Enjoy the pleasure of witnessing the transformation of 
spaces into a mystical atmosphere with this collection 
that offers an aesthetic feast.

Colors
5 Piece

Measures
260X50X15 mm
140X50X15 mm

Joint Gap
15 mm

Weight
20 Kg

Light Grey RusticAntique Red

Salmon Dark Grey
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Kunt
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Characteristic Highlight: 
Kunt Culture Brick Collection

This unique collection contributes to the story of the 
spaces, bringing the elegance of the past to the present 
and creating a unique atmosphere. Always ready to 
create an extraordinary effect with its unique aesthetic!

Colors
3 Piece

Measures
260X40X25 mm
200X40X25 mm

Joint Gap
35 mm

Weight
26 Kg

Amber with White SalmonGold
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Salamis
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An Inspiring Touch: 
Salamis Cultural Brick
Collection

Soaring on the wings of imagination, the Salamis Cultural 
Brick Collection brings the sparkle of a naive dream to 
spaces. It becomes the source of inspiration for every 
story it accompanies.

Colors
6 Piece

Measures
230X60X5 mm

Joint Gap
5 mm

Weight
11 Kg

Antique Red Antiquing CreamDark Grey

Gold SalmonAmber
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Gufra
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Dream Experience:
Gufra Culture Brick 
Collection

This elegant collection, which turns your dreams 
into reality, combines different tones like an artistic 
installation of spaces and offers a magnificent decorative 
experience.

Colors
8 Piece

Measures
210X60X16.5 mm
100X60X16.5 mm

Joint Gap
15 mm

Weight
23 Kg

White Gold

Rustic

Antiquing Cream

Amber Dark greyRed

Salmon
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Denver
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Deep Expression of Elegance:
Denver Cultural Brick
Collection

This unique collection, carefully crafted by masters, 
offers a sophisticated expression to spaces. It hosts 
the extraordinary dance of light and shadows with its 
texture.

Colors
7 Piece

Measures
220x70x20 mm

Joint Gap
20 mm

Weight
23 Kg

Light Grey Antiquing White

Olive

Amber with White

Antiquing Cream SalmonDark grey
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A Matter of Taste: 
Stonelegant Cultural
Stones

Stonelegant cultured stones are inspired by nature, waiting to add love and pleasure-filled experiences to living spaces with different textures and rich colors. 
Developed with our intensive AR-GE studies, natural-looking unique culture stones offer aesthetic options that you can use on interior and exterior surfaces.
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The Name of Elegance:
Çırağan Culture Stone
Collection

Çırağan Culture Stone Collection, which we designed 
with inspiration from nature, adds a sophisticated 
aesthetic to your living spaces. It is waiting to add 
elegance to your living spaces with subtle touches and 
elegance.

Colors
7 Piece

Measures
155-575 mm

Joint Gap
20 mm

Weight
31 Kg

Honeyflower Basalt

Earth

Basalt Soft

Desert Silver-like SoftEcru
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Dolmabahce,
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The Magnificent 
Invitation of History:
Dolmabahçe Culture
Stone 

This magnificent collection opens the glorious doors 
of history and art and takes you on a journey into the 
magical world of the past. Reflect the deep traces of 
history into your living spaces with its eye-catching 
texture and color options.

Colors
4 Piece

Measures
300x300x25 mm
350x200x25 mm 
200x150x25 mm

Weight
44 Kg

Silver-like Soft Black PearlySilver-like

Olive
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Diamond
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Modern and Sophisticated:
Diamond Culture Stone 
Collection

Caressing your soul with its original forms, the 
Diamond Culture Stone Collection brings a modern 
and sophisticated aesthetic to spaces. While offering 
a sensory experience with its balanced structure and 
flowing design, it adds a unique beauty and impact to 
living spaces.

Colors
8 Piece

Measures
15-450 mm

Joint Gap
20 mm

Weight
37 Kg

Desert Ecru

Amber Basalt

Honeyflower

Gold BlendSilver-like
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Hisar
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Eye-Catching Design of 
Free Textures:
Hisar Culture Stone
Collection 

Inspiring and daring... Get ready for an artistic touch 
and a visual feast in your spaces with this collection that 
offers an eye-catching design with the harmony of free 
textures.

Colors
5 Piece

Measures
25-1100 mm 

Joint Gap
20 mm

Weight
30 Kg

Desert Silver-like SoftEcru

Silver-like Earth
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Mardin
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An Original Story:
Mardin Stone Culture Stone 
Collection

Discover the Mardin Stone collection, which brings 
together the city’s originality, the story of nature, and the 
story of history. With its lines, colors, and texture, this 
collection is an excellent source of inspiration for writing 
original stories…

Colors
2 Piece

Measures
220x70x20 mm

Joint Gap
20 mm

Weight
39 Kg

Desert Basalt
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Tikrit
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Elegant Lines, Stylish Spaces:
Tikrit Cultural Stone 
Collection

Are you ready to embark on an extraordinary journey 
with thousands of stories? With its unique lines, serene 
texture, and poetic attitude, this collection is waiting to 
transport spaces to completely different lands.

Colors
5 Piece

Measures
335x95x15 mm
190x95x15 mm 

Weight
29 Kg

Honeyflower Silver-like SoftDesert

Amber Basalt
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In Search of Time:
Topkapı Culture Stone 
Collection

A unique collection designed to bring the magical 
atmosphere of history to life in today’s spaces. Each 
stone combines the elegance of the past with modern 
aesthetics and brings the beauty of time to areas.

Colors
7 Piece

Measures
285X285X20 mm
285X185X20 mm
285X95X20 mm
185X185X20 mm
185X95X20 mm
95X95X20 mm

Weight
32 Kg

Honeyflower White

Topkapi Ecru

Basalt

Desert AmberGold
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Toska
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Bold Expression of Elegance:
The Toska Zarif Culture Stone 
Collection

Offering a bold and artistic expression, this collection 
makes a difference with its unique character. The stories 
hidden in each of the stones gain meaning on the walls 
of the spaces and add a mystical atmosphere to the 
living areas.

Colors
4 Piece

Measures
470X95X30 mm
280X95X30 mm
190X95X30 mm

Weight
34 Kg

Honeyflower WhiteBasalt

Amber
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Terra
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The Show of Beauty:
Terra Cultured Stone
Collection

Get ready for a textural experience beyond design. 
Brave, different, and remarkable... It waits to turn every 
day into a show of beauty.

Colors
5 Piece

Measures
25-1100 mm 

Joint Gap
25 mm

Weight
44 Kg

Silver-like Soft Black PearlSilver-like

Earth Olive
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Toronto
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Aesthetics Redefined:
Toronto Culture Stone 
Collection

This collection, where ordinariness gives way to 
originality, tells a story of elegance hidden in eye-
catching colors. The subtleties in the details and the 
dynamic lines take the aesthetic perception of the 
spaces to the next level.

Colors
3 Piece

Measures
495x100x30 mm
295x100x30 mm
200x100x30 mm

Weight
35 Kg

Black Diamond Silver-likeOlive
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Kombin
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The Magic of Aesthetic Dance:
Combined Culture Stone 
Collection
A rhythmic dance, a magical invitation... This unique 
collection never hesitates to create an inspiring 
atmosphere with its fine details and eye-catching texture 
and takes great pleasure in attracting attention.

Colors
7 Piece

Combined

Certificates
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İstasyon Mah. Gazi Mustafa Kemal Bul. No:87/A Kahramanmaraş TÜRKİYE
      +90 533 203 70 46        +90 850 346 96 38
export@stonelegant.com | www.stonelegant.com

This is an invitation to 
beauty itself! 


